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FOREWORD

Nearly two years have passed since Joe and I launched Resonance 
and set out on this journey to change what the fashion industry has 
come to mean.

Our mantra has been “ I know nothing”, inspired not by Socrates, but rather 
by William Goldman’s Adventures in the Screen Trade, which famously 
begins with a chapter titled “Nobody Knows Anything”. Interpreted by many 
to be a criticism of movie executives, it was actually a simple observation: 
regardless of how much data, experience or history you have, successfully 
predicting what people want is impossible.

I had been around the edges of the fashion industry ever since I left school 
(I worked in the Retail Industry marketing group of IBM), and I fell in love 
with it when I had to work on the floor of Macy’s for a month. After the 
blow-out of the Dot Com era, the two venture firms I founded—FirstMark 
Capital and Pequot Ventures—began to see a steady, growing stream of 
retail and “fashion” companies looking for funding. Despite an enormous 
amount of success (we invested in Pinterest, Shopify, and Tommy John, 
among others), I had a growing sense that we (and other VCs) were miss-
ing a real opportunity to do something meaningful in this industry. I didn’t 
know what it was, but I began exploring. I know nothing.

In 2008, I met and fell in love with a brilliant fashion designer who seemed 
to draw from a bottomless well of talent, inspiration and creativity to make 
incredible pieces of clothing for strong, powerful women. An earlier busi-
ness she’d started had failed, not because of low sales (in fact, she couldn’t 
keep up with demand), but because she couldn’t manage the “business” 
part while also focusing on the creative part. As a VC, my usual interac-



As Joe and I looked at this market together, we became certain that the 
answer was not going to come from an industry that was going to do all it 
could to preserve the status quo, and was unwilling to change. It would not 
come from tech and venture capital, which knew almost nothing about the 
industry and would never be satisfied with the relative smallness of even 
the most successful next-generation fashion brands.

We know nothing. We thought we knew where the path to find the answer 
began, we were committed to doing something really fucking big and we 
hoped we could enlist a band of pirates to come sail with us on our journey.

This little book is, in a way, the story of these first two years and the story 
of our future. It’s who we are, the kind of people we aspire to be, what’s 
important to us. It is a collection of things—Do Something Really Fucking 
Big came from one of our team members, who liked it so much when 
she heard it during one of my many rants that she made it into a mouse 
pad. So many people asked for their own mouse pad that we decided to 
make it our home page (and nothing else!). It connects with people. Or it 
doesn’t—even better!

Our beliefs are what we’ve learned is important. Our values are what we 
aspire to be and hope we are. Basically, this is a scrapbook of our first 24 
months of life and a record of how we began. It will either serve as a mon-
ument to the folly and hubris of trying to change this beautiful and won-
derful industry—by choosing a really fucking different path—or it’ll serve as 
a sign post marking the beginning of a long, wonderful, winding journey to 
building something really fucking special.

tions up to that point were with people whose imaginations were limited to  
PowerPoint presentations and who treated the creative process like a  
widget in a money-making machine. These skills, while valuable, are  
fungible. But creation? To me it was magic: unique and, therefore,  
completely non-fungible. It was completely unpredictable, completely  
discontinuous. Every time I encountered a creator, I came to un-
derstand the difficulty they faced in managing both creation and  
operations—in trying to build a sustainable business that was also  
beautiful and true to their creative vision. I know nothing.

I had been on Mayor Bloomberg’s Fashion 2020 advisory board, formed 
by his office to help figure out how the fashion industry (and others) could 
survive the Great Recession. In 2010, I received a call from the Deputy 
Mayor’s office to arrange a meeting with another advisory board member, 
Joseph Ferrara, a serial entrepreneur from the garment industry who 
had built multiple successful apparel manufacturing companies. Joe is 
the smartest product manufacturing person I have ever met in my life. 
Insight and experience that I lacked, he had—and vice versa. Our breakfast, 
scheduled for 45 minutes, lasted for 4 1⁄2 hours. We were so engrossed 
in our conversation that we almost got run over by a city bus as we were 
crossing 14th Street, busily diagramming the future of the fashion industry 
on a notepad. We were convinced that everything in the industry was going 
to change, and that this unpredictable, unknowable, unexplainable aspect 
of creation was going to be the centerpiece of our activities. We know 
nothing.

We developed a central, crazy idea: the best creators would no longer 
wait for gatekeepers to connect them to their customers; they would do it 
on their own, directly. That is what the internet enabled—connection! And 
that connection was proof for us that there was talent, and a market. We 
didn’t need the ability to predict talent, because we couldn’t predict talent 
(we know nothing)—all we needed was the proof (sales!). If a creator could 
establish that connection, then our mission would be to amplify it and then 
to multiply the number of connections. Business would be a widget in the 
creative process! We know nothing!

But, we had one key challenge we needed to address: these creator-driven 
brands were going to be very specific—and, therefore, smaller in size. Given 
that lack of scale, how could we enable them to run better and thrive while 
also creating a business model for us that made sense?
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CREATE.



CONNECT.



AMPLIFY.



MULTIPLY.
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RESONANCE IS A PHENOMENON IN WHICH 
A SMALL INPUT AT A CERTAIN FREQUENCY 

CREATES AN OUTPUT FAR GREATER 
THAN WHAT WAS PREDICTED.

THIS IS WHAT WE DO.

THIS IS WHO WE ARE.



(noun) re-ze-nen(t)s 

1. The quality of a sound that stays loud, clear and deep for a 
long time. 

2. The intensification and enriching of a musical tone by 
supplementary vibration. 

3. A quality that makes something personally meaningful or 
important to someone. 

4. The quality of  having  an  intensity  of emotion  or  richness  
of  expression  that evokes or reinforces a sympathetic response. 

5. A relationship of mutual understanding or trust and 
agreement among people. 

6. A vibration of large amplitude caused by a relatively small 
vibration at the same frequency as the natural vibration 
frequency of the resonating system.



WE ARE 
RESONANCE.

We partner with talented brand creators who connect 
deeply to passionate customers through incredible, 
relevant products.

Together, we will build the great fashion brands of the 
future by celebrating their creative design talent and 
supporting that talent through successful company-
building experience, deep fashion industry insight, 
unique manufacturing capabilities, an opinionated 
technological vision, and capital.
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Creation is discontinuity. It can’t be derived from trend models. It can’t be 
generated from a market map on a white board in some business school. 
It comes from the heart. It comes from the soul. It comes from talent.

A discontinuous function is the perfect and most profound metaphor for 
creation. To graph it, one must lift her pencil off the page and put it down 
in an entirely different place, a place that no one following the curve up to 
that point would have or could have predicted.

The beauty of creation is just that—the unknown. The surprise. The ability 
to show people something they’ve never seen before. That gap between 
the end of one curved line and the beginning of the other is the leap taken 
to create something. It’s the daring expression of one’s identity and the 
courage to show it to the world. It’s what it means to be human.

A creator makes a product that connects to his customer. Designers 
make designs that other people make into products. Design skills can be 
taught; the ability to create cannot. Not all designers are creators and not 
all creators are designers. We believe in creators.

Behind many of today’s brands are computers crunching numbers to 
forecast trends. Since they all use the same data, they make the same 
predictions and then produce the same products. They imitate. They make 
slight improvements. But they don’t create. These businesses are soulless.
Hollow.

Creators know that to be better, they have to follow their vision. Data refine 
their path; they don’t set it. No amount of data can define the creator’s 
vision. They create products that are deeply personal, instinctual, and 
unexpected. They see what the rest of us can’t.

@CREATORDRIVEN



Economies of Small are the benefits gained through 
implementing "large-scale” systems, resources, insights and 
capabilities in small companies, which result in an amplification 
of company value far greater than what other large companies 
can achieve.

Put otherwise: If there are two companies, both operating at 
the same level of efficiency, the more focused company will 
win every time.

The coming generation of intensely market-specific brands 
will harness these Economies of Small to out-compete the 
large incumbents. They will match (or exceed) their economic 
advantages; they’ll apply their unique capabilities to connect 
on a deeper, more intimate and more authentic level with their 
customers; they’ll create better products; and they’ll react faster 
to changes in the market and to new opportunities.

Resonance is successful when we enable brands to create a 
business that is as beautiful as their creative vision.

RESONANCE
IS THE ENGINE OF

ECONOMIES OF SMALL

© David Slays Goliath
by Paul Gustave Doré



NOT:
NOT incremental.

NOT a venture capital firm, incubator, or accelerator.
NOT a shared services platform.

NOT a collection of independent portfolio companies.
NOT a consultancy.

NOT a supply chain company.

RESONANCE IS:
Creators and their vision. 
Precise business execution, capital, capability and insight. 
A community. 
A new way of thinking.  
A defined point of view.
A holistic, full stack approach to fashion.



WE ARE VALUES

a team - interlinked and intertwined.  
How we work together determines 

our success.



We are fearless, skilled, just, tolerant, different, dedicated, 
romantic, unbowed, bold, fun. We are dedicated to our 
cause: the transformation of global fashion and commerce. 

We fight the dominant powers. To these powers we will always look 
like outsiders, intruders, rebels. We have to be better, bolder and 
more creative because we are outgunned and outnumbered. We 
are loyal. We depend on each other and our teams and they will 
depend on us because together is the only way we will succeed.

We make money only when we create value. If you want to make 
money, create value.

We are all different. We are women. We are men. We are light. We 
are dark. We are straight. We are gay. We are young. We are old. 
But we are all really fucking smart, work really fucking hard and we 
all know the prize that exists if we can put this all together.



Change is opportunity. People 
and companies who are 
on top are often blinded 

by their success and unable to 
learn something new because they 
believe that their existing knowledge 
perpetuates their current dominance. 
Change forces everyone to start from 
the same point all over again. Former 
innovators become laggards, weighed 
down by entrenched bias, traditional 
expertise and conventional wisdom. 
They are unaware that all the laws of 
the universe have changed for them. 
Unconscious Incompetence.

Change doesn’t start with expertise. 
It originates from that profound 
sense that something is wrong and 
you don’t know what it is. You pick at 
it. You pull at it. You put it down and 
walk away and then come back to it 
from a different angle. You cannot 
sleep because you know this change 
is coming and you feel the answer lies 
just outside of your grasp, elusively 
shrouded in fog and mist with just 
a rough shape visible enough to 
remind you of your ignorance. This 
is the realization of “I know nothing” 
that frees your mind to learn anything. 

It’s the first step of your journey - the 
awareness of your incompetence. It 
enables you to take everything you 
know, break it into thousands of little 
pieces, spread them all out on the 
floor in front of you and reassemble 
them into something neither you nor 
anyone else has ever seen before. 
Conscious Incompetence.

You persevere. You learn. Two steps 
forward, one step back. Sometimes 
three steps back. And then, three 
steps forward, one back. Six steps 
forward, one back. Things begin to 
work. You realize there is far more 
that you don’t know than you ever 
realized when you first embraced “I 
know nothing”. But, there is also so 
much more that you know now. You 
are growing. You are competent, but 
it’s work. It is unnatural and takes 
concentration. But, you’re doing it. 
Conscious Competence.

And then it isn’t unnatural. It feels as 
if there never was another way. You 
don’t think; you are. Unconscious 
Competence.

1 AS TOLD TO JOE AND LAWRENCE BY A WISE TEACHER 
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ARIZONA DESERT IN 2013.

THE JOURNEY TO UNCONSCIOUS COMPETENCE1



BELIEFS



Business enables creation; not the reverse. We enable creator-
driven businesses. Everything we do supports the creator and 
enables her to build a profitable and growing business to achieve 
her creative vision.

CREATORS 
DRIVE SUCCESS



Business operations exist for one reason: to build a creator-
driven business that is as perfect, beautiful, and ambitious as 
the brand’s creative vision.  All business functions and activities 
must impact the brand by amplifying the creator’s connection 
to the customer and/or multiplying the number of connections. 
If it doesn't—stop doing it!

AMPLIFY. MULTIPLY.



Results matter. For every action, there is a result. What was it? 
Why did it happen? What did we learn? If you can’t measure 
the result, don’t waste time on the action. It’s not about what we
hoped would happen, or planned to happen; it’s about what 
actually happened!

From these results, we learn. The company that learns the most, 
fastest, wins!

RESULTS



It might be different tomorrow based on what has happened since. 
We don’t just assume something is a certain way because “it has 
always been that way”.  We will question everything and never settle 
for “conventional wisdom”.

THE ANSWER IS THE 
ANSWER TODAY



Perfect in that it exceeds customer expectations. Perfect in that 
it is value for the customer. Perfect in that it can be produced 
repeatedly to the specifications demanded by the creator and 
the customer. Perfect in that it gives enough profit  to enable 
the brand to be whatever it wants and hopes to be.

PERFECT PRODUCT



Your brand is your castle. Its walls are the competitive advantages 
you have. But the mountain is the one thing you do better than 
anyone else on this planet. What is your mountain? Without a 
mountain, you cannot expand your business or even hope to 
defend it against people who attack from better positions. Without 
a mountain, a successful brand cannot be built.

OWN A FUCKING 
MOUNTAIN



Sustainability is not a business strategy. It’s not a brand. It must 
be inherent in everything we do and inherent in the operations 
of every one of our member brands. Sustainability cannot exist 
without transparency and accountability. These two attributes 
are inviolate principles in our business architecture.

INHERENT 
SUSTAINABILITY



WE ARE (IN) RESONANCE

Members.
Not Portfolio Companies.

Members.
Not employees.

Members.
Not advisors.

Members.



I KNOW
NOTHING.



NOW DO
SOMETHING

REALLY 
FUCKING 

BIG.

NOW DO
SOMETHING

REALLY 
FUCKING 
SPECIAL.



IF YOU CAN’T FUCKING WRITE IT DOWN YOU CAN’T FUCKING DO IT!



SO START FUCKING WRITING!

YOUR IDEAS, 
YOUR VISION, 
YOUR BELIEFS, 
YOUR PLANS!



MORE FUCKING WRITING MORE FUCKING WRITING



MORE FUCKING WRITING MORE FUCKING WRITING



MORE FUCKING WRITING MORE FUCKING WRITING



MORE FUCKING WRITING MORE FUCKING WRITING






